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This isnt really a story but its the basics of the fantasy world i write about. Please reply if you want more
lore chapters.
Provided by Fanart Central.
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1 - Basic Lore
The World of Mathoria, Located in the Great Dark beyound in a fantasy universe.
A world at the size of Jupiter and no seas.
The world is purely populated by Lizards every animal is a reptile.
The world is inhabitet by a race of Lizardmen called the Agrao.
They are divided into tribes and their culture reminds much of the Aztects and Mayans (they dont
sacrifice people ofcourse).
They walk around naked althou thats normal at their race as their scales provides enough protection
there have never been need of armor or clothes.
Each tribe has its own scale colour example, Green, Black, Red, Blue and so on.
Beneath the surface of the world there exsists a mechanical race called the Ancient Gear.
They are forged by the makkers of the universe and all worlds and races the Titans to work as the
worlds guardians.
This race of machines thinks like a living thing it has a soul and fellings.
They are powered by an arcane core located within their chest its usually unstable and can easily be
destroyed.
Althou you can completly destroy Ancient Gears they will in time rebuild themselves if destroyed.
This is usually the basics please contact me if you want more info or you want me to make a story or you
want to get permission to write one.

2 - More lore
Heres more lore of the fantasy world i make up.
This time it the lore will be mostly of some important events in the story of the world.
Durring an era called the Three Sided Sun, five tribes of the Agrao had to unite against a common foe.
An Army of Ancient Gears had emerged from the abyss of the world and had been pilaging the land
killing anyone.
Through a 400 year long war the 5 tribes stood in the safety of victory.
The Ancient Gear army now known as the Sons of the Sun, were locked up inside the ancient forge city
of the gods known as Agrabor.
Each of the tribes chieftains promised to keep a piece of the key this pact and promise was known as
the Pact of the Three Sided Sun.
Althou as time passed the tribes declared war on each other to take all the pieces for themselves.
They saw the pieces as an amulet of magical power.
In the end only one of the old tribes who first had signed the pact stood left with all the 5 pieces togheter
in one.
The key was now used as a holy symbol for the tribe to honour the gods.
The true purpose of it was all but forgotten.
If the key was to open the gates of Agrobar the entire region would be filled with fire of the burning rage
of the Guardians made by the gods when the world was born.
Hope you like it please leave comments.

3 - Agrao Tribes
The Agrao is divided into several tribes each tribe with its own scale colour and speciality.
The Highclaws White scaled and honourable Agrao also is the most respected.
They have brave and strong warriors aswell as spellcasters.
They hold the key to Agrabor these days.
The Firescales Red scaled Agrao who has powerful pyromancers.
They always keep a bonfire in their village. Makking sure it never ends burning.
The Earthclaws Brown scaled Agrao who are skilled warriors and Geomancers.
The Earthclaws too sees honour as one of the most important things ever.
The Darkclaws Black scaled Agrao who usually use guerilla tactics.
They dont see honour as somthing important.
They dont treat their females with care using them to their own needs.
Being a Darkclaw Female means slavery to the males doing whatever they wishes.
The Skypreys Blue scaled Agrao who are talented archers and Windchasers.
They seem to be at war with the Firescales nowadays.
The Proudscales are Green scaled Agrao who keeps honour important.
Talented hunters and Shamans.
Keeps themselves close with the nature.
They too are the tribe who seems to mate the most, The females seems to enjoy mating in their tribe
more then any other tribes.
The Rockscales Orange scaled Agrao a newly formed tribe made betwen an Earthclaw male called
Warclaw and a Firescale female called Gentlescale.
For now theres not much information of this new tribe.
More tribes yet to come.
Ill post more tribes as soon as i get them done or you can ask me to post your tribe if you have any in
mind.

4 - Looks of the Agrao
This time i will try to describe how the Agrao my Lizardmen looks. (Im not good at describing so).
The basic standard Agrao male is a muscular Lizardman.
Raptor feet and 3 dinosaur like fingers on the hand.
They too have a flexible tail that can be used as a weapon of the body.
They have a Raptorlike head althou they can smile so their teth is not able to be seen (this also counts
for the Female).
The basics of a standard Agrao female is a firm body.
Still has raptor feet and 3 dinosaur like fingers on their hand like the males althou smaller.
The females tales is smaller and more flexible althou not as hard as the males it cant be used as a
weapon.
The females have breasts (reminds much of Human breasts).
The females form overall is a firm elegant body compared to the males.
Invidual Agrao can have some unique looks like thicker scales some special places.
Or thinner scales.
The difrent eye colours they can have is: Red, Blue, Green, Golden, Black, Orange, White.

I hope this gave you a larger picture of how they look.
Althou as i said im not good at describing.

5 - The God Stone
This is another important historical event.

Before the Era of the Three Sided Sun, the Agrao tribes lived in peace or in war for thousand of years.
Till one day a giant stone feel through the skies of the world it glowed as bright as the sun.
When it chrashed into the world a giant hole was made...But the Stone intact pulsing with magical
Arcane energies.
The stone was the size of a Fortress and it glowed with the brightness and purity only the sun could
have.
The Agrao then labled it the God Stone...As a thought the gods had sended this mighty Crystal stone
through the skies.
Indeed the makkers of the universe had sended it there as a symbol of guidance to the Agrao.
Althou the energies it possesed quickly attracted unwanted attention...
Practisers of dark magic of death and destruction began to gather around the stone.
The stones energies improving their powers.
Althou a day the Agrao tribes stopped these dark magic users in doing so.
They began to build a fortress around the crystal to prevent any further damage to its holy energies.
This fortress later turned into a city....Known as the city of the Gods.
Its a giant city where the tribes conflicts dont matter a city where all the tribes can trade and pray to the
gods without the fear of dead.
As time goes...The Dark Magic users launch attack after attack on the city...With their unholy creatations
of bones and fire.
The God Stone will forever be a symbol of undying faith in the gods.

6 - The Ancient Times
Heres abit more lore on the Ancient Gears hope you enjoy.

Durring the Ancient times when the world just was born...The surface was a barren wasteland while the
Makkers began to form it into a lush jungle.
They needed something to protect the world the gods would be gone to shape other worlds.
One of the gods named Mekalius got the idea.
An army of Magical armoured shells with a soul inside.
The gods began to make 8 Forge cities 4 close to the surface and 4 in the abyss of the world itself.
In the forges the army began to be formed and trained for combat against the darkness that consumes
world after world.
They would forever fight an unending war to stop the world from destruction just so the Mortal races can
live without knowing whats happening in the core of the world.
An eternal battle betwen Holy Machine and the Darkest Demons from the Darkness betwen worlds.
Althou in time the Guardians of the world would be called to the surface to deal with other kinds of
matters.
For example when the Agrao stole the scepter of the mother...Without his scepter the Forge city of
Agrabor would no longer function and make more mechanical warriors to defend the world.
That is what left to the Era of the Three Sided Sun.
But the war is never ending in the abyss of the world....The core of the world a battlefield of darkness
and metal.
If the machines should fall the world would be turned into a nightmarish hellscape as so many other
proud worlds have turned into.

7 - The Black River
Here i am with more lore for you folks hope you enjoy it and feel free to leave comments.
The Black River is known for its pulsing dark energies.
Its said from this river forces of death emerges in form of bones.
The dark magic users uses this river as a place of gathering for their dark minions.
The place is usually also a place of unholy rituals which consists of sacrifices to the darkest of darkest.
The river has always been forbiden by the tribes of the Agrao ever since the river was formed by a dark
lighting from the great dark beyound.
The river has been the sight of three great battles the Agrao tribe the Highclaws have been attacking the
Dark magic users.
Each time the battles have ended in with the Highclaws have been forced to retreat.
Aslong as the river is used by these dark casters the evil armies of bone will contiue to arise from its
abyss.
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